DRISCOLL SCHOOL DESIGN ADVISORY TEAM
VIRTUAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17, 2020
7:30 PM
https://brooklinema.webex.com/brooklinema/onstage/g.php?MTID=e21103632d5663090a6f5c9022591005d

Audio conference information
+1-408-418-9388 United States Toll
Global call-in numbers
Event number (access code): 129 551 0041

DAT: MARK ZARRILLO, MATT OUDENS, PETER KLEINER, ARJUN MANDE AND VICTOR KUSMIN

1. PRESENTATION BY ARCHITECTS OF PRELIMINARY PLANS FOR A NEW DRISCOLL SCHOOL

2. PLANNING BOARD QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

3. PUBLIC QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

4. NEXT STEPS

Plans are available at: https://www.brooklinema.gov/1780/Driscoll-School